FusionWMS for Sage 500

True integration provides new avenues to profitability and customer retention. Give yourself
the competitive advantage with technology that enables you to achieve the next level of
success. With the Fusion Inventory Management Solution (FIM), you can greatly enhance
your economies of scale with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved productivity
Enhanced inventory efficiency
Improved customer service
Increased inventory accuracy
Reduced operational costs
Increased throughput
Improved accuracy and responsiveness
Increased on-time deliveries
Optimized order fulfillment

FIM automates and optimizes all aspects of distribution center operations, from receiving
to order selection, picking, loading, and shipping. Through powerful add-on modules, it
can also handle light production/cut down and job tracking, as well as real-time shipping
through the Internet. Some of the Fusion WMS core features are:
Receiving
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paperless check-in process
Full or partial receipt
RF and/or batch processing
Simultaneously receiving purchase orders
Non-P.O. receiving
Simplified interface to increase productivity
Automatically printing barcodes when complete

Shipping
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate Sales Order verification (RF)
Integrated multi-carrier shipping program
Shipping multiple sales orders at the same time
Container type selection
Automatically printing shipping labels
Shipping partial orders and creating backorders
Adding freight amount to the order
Printing pick tickets, packing lists, and invoices
Tracking multiple tracking numbers
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Inventory Movement
•
•
•
•

Custom report generation using Crystal Reports™
Lot, serial, and bin maintenance
One-click transfer
One-stage or two-stage transfers

Physical Count
•
•
•
•

Automatic validation and auditing
Built-in error resolution
Supporting multiple bins and item views
Advanced reporting

Printing
•
•
•

Print quantity on-hand, quantity on order, or fixed amounts
Multi-location support
Supported by Crystal Reports for quick and easy changes

Fusion Shipping
Fusion Shipping makes the shipping process simple by giving your hand-held data terminals
instant access to sales order information. Each scan is immediately verified against the sales
order, eliminating the need to “double-check” each and every item, increasing accuracy
and efficiency. When you’re ready to ship an order, all appropriate documents are printed,
including the sales order, packing list, and customer invoice. Once this process is complete,
Fusion Shipping automatically updates your accounting system with the shipped order.

Fusion Receiving
When receiving items at the warehouse, store, or distribution center, it is imperative to have
a quick and accurate count. The received items are immediately verified against the specific
purchase order, eliminating potential errors, incorrect items, and redundant information. The
Receiving module then creates the proper transactions in your accounting system,
bypassing the need for manual entry. This quick and simple process will allow your work
force to increase their productivity and focus.

Fusion Inter-Location Transfer
With the Fusion Inter-Location Transfer module, you simply have to pick the source
warehouse, the destination warehouse, and the items to transfer. Click a button, and you’re
done! The Inter-Location Transfer module takes care of the rest, creating the appropriate
inventory transactions in your accounting system.
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Fusion Physical Count
The Fusion Physical Count module allows you to quickly and accurately take physical counts
across multiple warehouses, bins, and lots. When you use Fusion Physical Count and an RF or
Batch hand-held computer you can audit your inventory counts quickly and easily at
any time, instead of waiting for the dreaded yearly cycle-count. This module will make
your employees accountable and empower you to make changes to help your company
eliminate lost and misplaced items.

Fusion Barcode Printing
With the Fusion Barcode Printing module, you can put bar coded labels on your existing
inventory, increasing efficiency and customer satisfaction. The Fusion Barcode Printing
module allows you to print any number of labels at any time. Simply select a single item or
range of items from your inventory master file, enter the number of labels you want printed
(either a fixed quantity or let the printing module print labels based off of your current, onhand quantity), and click PRINT. It really is that easy!
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